
Hana™ Ergonomic Desk Accessories



WE ARE FELLOWES
For more than 100 years, Fellowes® has been helping people be the best they can 
be while at work. More productive. More efficient. Happier. Healthier.

What we stand for.
We are the Fellowes family. We believe the workspace should be an optimal 
environment for a personal pursuit of meaningful work. We are bonded by a 
century long commitment to creating workspace solutions that communicate care 
and respect, and we believe that with the right tools, everyone has the ability to 
fully harness their potential. 

Everything that carries the Fellowes name is a promise of quality, performance, 
innovation and outstanding customer service. 



Discover a healthier workspace.
Only Fellowes offers comprehensive solutions to support holistic 
wellbeing with innovative designs that blend function, efficiency and 
aesthetics for effortless integration into the working day.

Helping people achieve their best.
At Fellowes, we are committed to providing workspace solutions that are 
intuitive, high quality, ergonomic, and dynamic, enabling you to be the 
best that you can be. Work better. Feel better.

More productive. 
Fellowes is committed to 
making your workstation 
more dynamic, comfortable 
and effortlessly productive.

More efficient. 
Our products encourage 
efficiency and seamlessly 
integrate into your workspace.

Happier. 
Be the best you can be. Our 
products enable you to go 
beyond just working better. 

Healthier.
We believe that office 
equipment should do more than 
improve your performance; it 
should improve your health.



Hana™ The Design Story

The Challenge
Ergonomic accessories can be uninspiring. Typical 
ergonomic accessories often lack style and design, and 
are made from undesirable and low quality materials. The 
Fellowes Innovation Team needed to design an inspiring 
range of premium ergonomic products with effortless 
functionality, aesthetic excellence and to ultimately provide 
an enhanced user experience. 

Hana™ was crafted to bring style, sophistication and 
ergonomic excellence to the workspace. Hana was 
developed around the user and the way they work. 
Movement was key. The team focused on developing a 
range that would inspire and energize the user. 

The Hana™ Foot Support concept was designed 
around a free moving platform that would encourage 
micromovements throughout the day, improving 
circulation and energising the user. 



The Hana™ Laptop Support needed to be flexible 
and effortless to use to facilitate ergonomic and 
collaborative working, so a gas spring arm was 
incorporated to allow free and easy movement. 

Going to the next level was crucial in order to bring something 
truly unique to the end user. USB connectivity and fast charging 
ports were integrated into the monitor and laptop supports to 
enhance productivity. 

Distinctive and stylish was the desired look for Hana™, which is 
why the range encompasses premium and durable materials 
including leather, wood and metal. 

Introducing the Hana™ range, expertly crafted by Fellowes®. 
Breaking the mould with ergonomic accessories.



INTRODUCING THE HANA™ RANGE
The Hana™ range offers aesthetic sophistication with effortless ergonomic functionality to fit around 
any user’s workstyle and environment. Developed with the premium quality and performance that 
you would expect from a leader in workspace health & wellbeing.

Tested by FIRA International Ltd to comply with the ergonomic requirements 
set out in European Health and Safety Legislation: EN ISO 9241-5





Hana™ Foot Support
Position feet correctly to reduce back strain and improve circulation with the Hana™ foot support.

Black: 8055201 White: 8055801

Designed to energise
The free-floating platform has been crafted to encourage 
micro-movements, and enables flexible motion between 
the height ranges, to increase blood flow and circulation.

Hands-free a djustment
Effortless foot adjustment 
to alternate between two 
height settings. Perfect 
when transitioning between 
sitting and standing.

Tailored to you
The light and heavy tension settings adjust the ease of 
movement based on user preference and comfort.





Hana™ Monitor Support
Elevate the monitor screen to eye level to reduce the risk of neck, back and shoulder strain.

Black: 8060501 White: 8064201

Keep devices powered
with easily accessible fast charging 
USB ports and extra USB data 
ports at the rear to connect 
devices like mouse or keyboard.

Intuitive height adjustments
3 height adjustments 
with no tools required.



Black: 8064301 White: 8064401

Hana™ Laptop Support
Elevate the laptop to eye level to reduce the risk of neck, back and shoulder strain.

Flexible and effortless positioning
with finger-touch gas-spring 
adjustment, perfect for hot-
desking and collaboration.

Keep devices powered
with easily accessible fast 
charging USB ports and 
extra USB data ports at the 
rear to connect devices 
like mouse or keyboard.

This product has been awarded the 
Fira Ergonomic Excellence Award.



Hana™ Writing/Document Support
Enables users to work with documents in a natural and in-line position, 
reducing neck, back and shoulder strain.

Create an ergonomic writing area
with the platform that smoothly glides 
forward, maximising the workspace.

Black: 8055701 White: 8065801

Keep your workspace organised
with the concealed device 
and accessory tray, with 
charging access.

Effortless height and 
angle adjustments
5 height adjustments 
with effortless angle 
adjustments.

This product has been awarded the 
Fira Ergonomic Excellence Award.



Premium quality
Real leather with memory foam 
filling which offers comfort 
and support whilst working.

Stylish and 
minimalistic design
with contrasting 
stitching detail.

Black: 8055501

Mousepad 
Wrist Support

Keyboard 
Wrist Support

Black: 8055601

Grey: 8066501 Grey: 8065001 

Hana™ Wrist Supports
Position your wrists in a neutral posture when using a mouse 
and keyboard with the Hana™ Wrist Supports.



Inspiring workspaces since 1917. 

fellowes.com/locations I 0080018101810

WE ARE GLOBAL

For further details on Fellowes healthy working solutions, please visit our website: www.fellowes.com



Download our product files in the pCon catalog.




